To Change a Life, Start With a Job.
“I have something
to focus on. I feel useful.
A part of something,
and that makes
me feel good.”

About REDF
Mission Statement
REDF creates jobs and
employment opportunities
for people facing the greatest
barriers to work.

Future Goals
REDF is on track to help 2,500
people get jobs and find hope
by 2015. Now REDF wants to
scale social enterprise impact
nationally. We will do this by
partnering with four key
sectors:
•S
 OCIAL ENTERPRISES: To
share best practices learned
from almost two decades of
experience; to develop
promising social enterprise
business models; and
to connect the dots between
social enterprises and
the ecosystem in which
they operate.
• BUSINESS: To buy social
enterprise goods and services
and hire social enterprise
employees.
• GOVERNMENT: To develop
policies and programs that will
give social enterprises an
advantage in the marketplace,
create more taxpayers, and
reduce the costly burden of
persistent joblessness.
• FUNDERS: To invest in social
enterprises and build the
evidence base of what works.

Since 1997, REDF has led the pioneering effort to create jobs and employment
opportunities for people facing the greatest barriers to work in California —
like people who’ve been in prison or homeless, young people who’ve dropped
out of school, and those who live with mental health disabilities. We believe
the opportunity to work should be available to everyone, everywhere.
We know the power jobs can have in transforming lives and communities.
We work at the intersection where market forces meet social impact. We’re
funders and business experts who provide money, know-how, and access
to networks to help build and grow social enterprises. These mission-driven
businesses are focused on hiring and assisting people who are willing and
able to work, but have the hardest time getting a job. We help them build
their companies, expand their markets, and support their workforce while
measuring the results to learn what works so we can invest in the programs
that will have the greatest impact.
Now we’re taking what we’ve learned in California and expanding it across
America. By creating an ecosystem of social enterprises, funders, businesses,
and government agencies that work together, we know we can develop a
national movement with the potential to create hundreds of thousands of jobs
and fundamentally transform pathways into the workforce.

Impact:

50 + $140 = 9,500

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

MILLION EARNED

PEOPLE IN JOBS

REDF helps social enterprises run efficiently and their employees succeed.
One example is Hope Builders, which provides jobs in the construction
industry for young adults who have been disconnected from the workforce,
giving them a chance to earn an income, learn valuable job skills, and
improve their neighborhoods.

Donate:
Thanks to the generous contributions of our Board of Directors, 100% of
REDF’s overhead is covered. That means your donations go directly to the
organizations and people who need it most.

To Change a Community, Start with a Job.

SF Office:
221 Main Street, Suite 1550
San Francisco CA 94105
phone (415) 561-6677
LA Office:
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phone (213) 623-2112
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